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Abstract
Recently, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approaches have been effectively used by researchers to calculate the
resistance characteristics of ships that have rough outer surfaces. These approaches are mainly based on modifying wall
functions using experimentally pre-determined roughness functions. Although several recent studies have shown that CFD
can be an effective tool to calculate resistance components of ships for different roughness conditions, most of these
studies were performed using the same ship geometry (KRISO Container Ship). Thus, the effect of ship geometry on the
resistance characteristics of rough hull surfaces is worth investigating. In this study, viscous resistance components of four
different ships are calculated for different roughness conditions. First, flat plate simulations are performed using a previous
experimental study for comparison purposes. Then, the viscous resistance components of three-dimensional hulls are
calculated. All simulations are performed using two different turbulence models to investigate the effect of the turbulence
model on the results. An examination of the distributions of the local skin friction coefficients of the DTMB 5415 and
Series 60 showed that the plumpness of the bow form has a significant effect on the increase in frictional resistance with
increasing roughness. Another significant finding of the study is that viscous pressure resistance is directly affected by the
surface roughness. For all geometries, viscous pressure resistances showed a significant increase for highly rough surfaces.
Keywords surface roughness; frictional resistance; ship resistance; computational fluid dynamics; RANS

1 Introduction
Maritime transport is of great importance in global
trade. More than 80% of commercial products in volume
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and more than 70% in financial terms are carried by ships
(UNCTAD 2017). However, ships, which are the world’s
largest means of transportation, use fossil fuels as energy
sources. The International Maritime Organization (IMO)
imposes strict regulations to reduce greenhouse gas emis‐
sions related to fossil fuel consumption on ships, with mea‐
sures and regulations being put in place with the aim of re‐
ducing greenhouse gas emissions by 20% by 2020, 25%
by 2025, and 30% by 2030. Increasing the energy efficien‐
cy of ships is the primary priority of the IMO and the ener‐
gy efficiency design index, which came into force in 2013
and is defined as the most important technical regulation
for newly built ships (IMO 2009; Longva et al. 2010). In
addition, the economic recession in the maritime industry
in recent years has forced companies to reduce their opera‐
tional costs. One way to overcome this problem is to re‐
duce the cost of fuel by lowering total resistance with a
well-designed hull.
A ship is subjected to a resistance force against the di‐
rection of movement. Resistance consists of two main
components: frictional resistance and residuary resistance
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(Molland et al. 2011). Frictional resistance, as the name
implies, occurs due to tangential fluid forces and usually
accounts for most of the total resistance. Friction resis‐
tance makes up about 80% of the total resistance in lowspeed ships such as oil tankers and around 50% in highspeed ships such as container ships (Lackenby 1962). Pre‐
dicting ship resistance with high precision is critical for
the design phase and the operation of the ship. Correct esti‐
mation of frictional and residual resistance forces acting
on the ship enables the design of ships with low fuel costs
and high energy efficiency. Thus, environmental pollution
caused by transportation activities at sea can be reduced.
The frictional resistance of a ship depends on the geom‐
etry of the hull and the roughness of its outer surface. As
surface roughness increases, resistance increases. The out‐
er surfaces of the ships are constantly exposed to biofoul‐
ing, which causes a constant increase in surface roughness.
Biofouling is considered an important problem in shipping
and is defined as the colonization of the outer surface of
ships by marine species such as mussels. Antifouling coat‐
ings have been developed to deal with this problem.
The roughness – resistance relationship has attracted the
attention of many researchers since the second half of the
18th century. The first studies investigating the effect of
surface roughness on frictional resistance were conducted
by Froude (1872, 1874). The first comprehensive experi‐
ment to investigate the effect of contamination on resis‐
tance was conducted by McEntee (1915). Within the scope
of the experiments, flat plates were painted with anticorro‐
sive paint and kept at sea for a while. Experiment results
showed that the frictional resistance increased four times
in the plates exposed to sea water for 12 months.
Another early study that provided detailed information
about the increase in ship resistance due to roughness was
conducted by Lackenby (1962), presenting the resistance
properties of an 18 000 DWT tanker ship operating at 14 kn
service speed and a channel ship operating at 22 kn service
speed. Findings show that the increase in the resistance
force due to biological contamination from a three-year op‐
eration on the tanker ship is 31%, and the increase in resis‐
tance force on the channel ship from a four-year operation
is 21%. The study also found that regular maintenance and
repair of the outer coating surface can significantly reduce
fuel consumption.
One of the most common research methods for studying
the relationship between roughness and frictional resis‐
tance that has emerged recently is flat plate experiments.
Candries et al. (2001) conducted experiments with a 2.55 m
long flat plate to examine the resistance of foul release
paints and found that this type of paint could be an alterna‐
tive to SPC-type paints with different roughness textures.
Schultz (2002) conducted an experimental study in a tow‐
ing tank, using flat plates to investigate the frictional resis‐
tance relationship of different sandpapers. An increase of
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up to 7.3% in dimensionless coefficients of the frictional
resistances was observed as a result of the surface rough‐
ness. In addition, roughness functions depending on a sin‐
gle parameter can be used successfully on these surfaces
by using average roughness height. Schultz (2004) con‐
ducted systematic experiments to examine the resistance
properties of antifouling paints used on ships. Within the
scope of the experiment, he applied various marine paints
to 1.52 m long plates and measured the resistance force at
different flow speeds. After the plates were exposed to bio‐
logical contamination for a certain period of time and the
surface roughness was examined, the experiment was re‐
peated. In addition, all surfaces were cleaned and the ex‐
periment was repeated. Similarly, experiments were per‐
formed on two different sandpapers. Results show that the
average roughness height value in marine paints provides
successful data when used together with the Grigson
(1992) roughness function, while the Nikuradse (1933)
roughness function is more useful in sandpapers. Atlar et al.
(2012) experimentally studied the flow around an axially
symmetrical body to investigate the hydrodynamic perfor‐
mance of nanostructured and fluorinated foul release poly‐
mer paints. The results showed that the paints exhibited
very high hydrodynamic performance when first applied.
Unal et al. (2012) examined the hydrodynamic perfor‐
mance of new-generation foul release paints. Within the
scope of the study, zero pressure gradient flow on various
surfaces was investigated; boundary layer measurements
were taken by using a two-dimensional laser Doppler velo‐
cimetry system. The results showed that the friction prop‐
erties of all surfaces are remarkably good, and a maximum
increase of 6.6% in local friction occurred compared with
the smooth reference surface. Schultz et al. (2015) exam‐
ined the effect of biofilms on frictional resistance through
experiments in a fully developed turbulent duct flow sys‐
tem using foul release paints. After measurements for
clean surfaces were taken within the scope of the experi‐
ment, the surfaces were exposed to slime films with dia‐
tom for three months and six months, and the experiments
were repeated. An up to 70% increase in friction resistance
was observed.
Plate experiments provide useful information about the
roughness – resistance relationship. However, the informa‐
tion obtained from these experiments is limited, because
the plates cannot represent a three-dimensional ship geom‐
etry. Studies with full-scale experiments are rarely per‐
formed because they require large investments. A success‐
ful study was conducted by Haslbeck and Bohlander
(1992), in which a single propeller frigate exposed to bio‐
logical contamination for 22 weeks was used, and the shaft
horsepower value was measured with a torsionmeter.
Then, the outer coating surface was cleaned, and the
sea trial experience was repeated. After the cleaning pro‐
cess, the shaft horsepower value decreased by 5%–20%,
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depending on the service speed.
Another approach that has attracted the attention of re‐
searchers recently is numerical simulations. The first at‐
tempts to include surface roughness in computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) studies were examined by Patel (1998).
Significant developments have been made in the comput‐
ing capabilities of computers and turbulence modeling
techniques in the past period. Khor and Xiao (2011) simu‐
lated the flow around the NACA 4424 airfoil and a subma‐
rine using a Reynolds-averaged Navier – Stokes (RANS) based method. Although they are expensive, foul release
paints cause significantly lower resistance compared with
SPC paints. Usta and Korkut (2013) conducted experimen‐
tal and numerical studies with five different aluminum
plates of 1.5 m length and found that the surface rough‐
ness can be successfully modeled numerically. Demirel
et al. (2014) conducted a CFD analysis using the plate ge‐
ometry and roughness properties presented by Schultz
(2004). They used the Colebrook (1939) wall function pro‐
posed by Grigson (1992) and compared the numerical re‐
sults with the experimental results. For all cases, the rela‐
tive difference in resistance values between numerical re‐
sults and experimental results is less than 2.54%. Haase
et al. (2016) developed a RANS-based calculation method
for estimating the full-scale resistance of medium-speed
catamarans. The surface roughness is included in the calcu‐
lations in the wall function as the downward shift of
the normalized velocity. The relative difference between
computational and experimental studies was around 5%.
Demirel et al. (2017) investigated the effect of roughness
on ship resistance by using a RANS-based numerical
method using the geometry of the KRISO Container Ship
(KCS). They included the effects of roughness in the calcu‐
lations with the arrangements they made on the wall func‐
tion. Rushd et al. (2018) conducted experimental and nu‐
merical studies to determine the equivalent sand grain
roughness (hydraulic roughness) of viscous oil coatings.
The findings of the study emphasized, among others, that
CFD applications can be used to determine the hydraulic
roughness of dirty surfaces. Atlar et al. (2018) presented
an approach that can be used to predict the effects of anti‐
fouling paints on ship performance with three different
procedures. All three procedures were applied for two dif‐
ferent service speeds on KCS, the increase in fuel con‐
sumption due to contamination was calculated, and the re‐
sults were compared. New-generation antifouling paints
were introduced and evaluated in detail by Demirel
(2018). In a more recent study, Mikkelsen and Walther
(2020) performed full-scale CFD simulations of a ro-ro
ship to investigate the effect of roughness in full-scale vali‐
dation of a CFD model of self-propelled ships.
In this study, the effect of surface roughness on viscous
resistance components of ships is investigated with the aid
of CFD. First, a validation study is performed using the
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experimental data of Unal (2015). Then, the flow around
four different vessels is simulated using double body mod‐
els. The main aim of this study is to investigate the effect
of roughness on the resistance of different hull geometries.

2 Mathematical model
Steady incompressible RANS equations are solved us‐
ing Star-CCM+. The equations are given in tensor notation
as (Wilcox 1994)
∂uˉ i
=0
∂x i

∂τˉij
∂
∂pˉ
----ρuˉ i uˉ j + ρ u'i u'j = +
∂x j
∂x i ∂x j

(

)

(1)

(2)

----where uˉ i is the averaged velocity components, ρ u'i u'j is the
Reynolds stress terms, pˉ is the averaged pressure, and τˉij is
the averaged stress tensor components. For an isotropic
Newtonian fluid, τˉij can be given as
τˉij = μ

( )
∂uˉ i ∂uˉ j
+
∂x j ∂x i

(3)

where μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. In CFD,
many techniques have been developed to model viscous
turbulent flow fields. The selection of the correct turbu‐
lence model is of great importance for obtaining reliable
results. In the simulations, two different turbulence mod‐
els, shear stress transport (SST) k - ω and Reynolds stress
model (RSM) are used for Reynolds stress terms. These
models are two of the most common turbulence models
for flow around ships (ITTC 2011).
The continuity, momentum, and turbulent transport
equations are solved with a finite volume technique with a
segregated algorithm (Wilcox 1994). A second-order up‐
wind scheme is used for the discretization of the viscous
terms, while a second-order central difference scheme is
used for convective terms (Wilcox 1994). The pressure
field is solved with the SIMPLE algorithm (Patankar and
Spalding 1972).

3 Roughness function
The normalized mean velocity profile in the inner layer
of a turbulent boundary layer can be expressed as (Clauser
1954)
U+ =

1
ln y + + B - ΔU +
κ

(4)
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where U + is the normalized mean velocity, y + is the nondimensional normal distance from the wall, κ is the von
Karman constant, B is another constant defined for the
smooth surface, and ΔU + is the roughness function. ΔU +
causes a downward parallel shift on the mean velocity pro‐
file, unlike on the smooth surface. In the analysis, the
Griggson (1992) roughness function is used to model the
roughness effects, as suggested by Unal (2015). The func‐
tion is given as
ΔU + =

(

1
ln 1 + k +
κ

)

using nine different test specimens, including a smooth
acrylic reference surface (coded as SM). Two different
antifouling paints are used: a foul release solution (coded
as AF1) and a self-polishing copolymer paint (coded as
AF2). In the table, SP, RS, and RR indicate that the rela‐
tive paint is applied with spraying, a smooth roller, and a
rough roller, respectively. A blasted steel surface (BLA), a
#40 grit (SAND40) sandpaper surface, and a #120 grit
(SAND120) sandpaper surface are included in the scope of
the study.
The roughness characteristics of the surfaces, measured
with 50 mm cut-off lengths and 81-point window lengths,
are shown in Table 1. In the table, Rt is the mean height
between the highest peak and deepest valley, Ra is the
mean deviation of the surface, and Rq is the root-meansquare deviation of the surface. Sk stands for skewness,
Ku stands for kurtosis, and ES stands for the effective
slope. The other parameters are the mean spacing between
extremes (Sd1, Sd2, and Sd3) and mean spacing between ze‐
ro-crossings (Sd4).
An important parameter for CFD simulation is to deter‐
mine the characteristic roughness height (k s) of the sur‐
face, which depends on both the roughness characteristics
and roughness function. The most effective and widely
used way to determine k s is regression analysis based on
boundary layer measurements taken from flat plate experi‐
ments (Atlar et al. 2018). Unal (2015) gives the following
highly accurate equation for k s, which successfully repre‐
sents all eight surfaces based on the Rq, Sk, and Sd4 values

(5)

where k + is the roughness Reynolds number defined by
Eq. (6), where k s is the characteristic roughness height, u τ
is the friction velocity, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of
the fluid.
k+ =

ks uτ
ν

(6)

4 Flat plate simulations
Flat plate simulations were performed using the same di‐
mensions as the test bed dimensions of Unal (2015). The
schematic of the test bed is shown in Figure 1. The rough‐
ness characteristics of 40-grit sandpaper are used for the
sandpaper located in front of the test plate.
The experimental study (Unal 2015) was performed

Figure 1 Schematics of the test bed (dimensions are in mm) (Unal 2015)
Table 1 Roughness characteristics of the surfaces (Unal 2015)
Rt

Ra

Rq

Sk

Ku

Sd1

Sd2

Sd3

Sd4

ES

AF1_SP

15.0

1.7

2.2

0.18

3.50

86.1

176.3

298.9

118.7

0.04

AF1_RS

15.2

1.6

2.2

0.24

3.90

85.8

177.2

335.4

109.5

0.04

AF1_RR

43.6

3.7

5.8

1.13

7.81

82.1

201.0

659.7

123.8

0.05

AF2_RS

47.0

5.6

7.1

-0.10

3.42

88.8

173.8

335.8

185.5

0.08

AF2_RR

41.1

4.5

5.9

0.17

3.97

87.8

177.8

412.4

147.1

0.08

Surface

BLA

65.7

7.1

9.3

-0.06

3.80

102.4

201.1

409.5

133.4

0.16

SAND120

259.1

33.1

42.4

0.68

3.60

156.6

358.6

538.1

298.8

0.36

SAND40

688.4

81.3

103.8

0.51

3.54

218.0

487.3

885.3

498.6

0.54
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of the surface. Figure 2. shows the roughness function cor‐
relation with Eq. (7) for all surfaces. Hence, characteristic
roughness heights were calculated with Eq. (7), and the
roughness functions were calculated with Eq. (5).
ks =

15.77Rq 2 (1 + Sk )
Sd 4

0.862

(7)

Figure 3 Computational domain and boundary conditions

Figure 2 Roughness function correlation for all surfaces adopted
from unal (2015)
Figure 4 Mesh for flat plate simulations

Star-CCM+ has a built-in roughness function that takes the
roughness regime into consideration (CD ADAPCO 2011).
However, Eq. (5) assumes that the flow is in either a transi‐
tional or fully rough regime. Implementation of Eq. (5) in
the simulations is a technical issue that is addressed by set‐
ting low values for critical k + values of hydraulically
smooth and transitional regimes so that the flow is forced
to be in a fully rough regime. This method was previously
used and explained in detail by Demirel et al. (2014) and
Karabulut et al. (2020).
A square prism-shaped computational model is used in
simulations. The velocity inlet boundary condition is ap‐
plied at the front edge of the plate, while the pressure out‐
let condition is applied at the rear edge. The rough wall
boundary condition is applied for the sandpaper and test
plate, while the smooth wall condition is applied for the re‐
maining part of the test bed. Figure 3 shows the computa‐
tional domain and boundary conditions for numerical anal‐
ysis of the flat plate cases.
A trimmed hexahedral mesh was created using the builtin meshing tool of Star-CCM+. Near-wall refinement was
achieved with prism layer meshes. The thickness of the
first layer adjacent to the test bed was adjusted so that the
y + value of the cell centroid stayed in the log-law region of
the boundary layer. Additional attention was given to keep‐
ing the y + value of the adjacent cell centroid greater than
k +, as suggested by CD-ADAPCO (2011). Figure 4 shows
the longitudinal and top views of the generated mesh for
the flat plate simulations.
To check the validity of the CFD methodology, friction

velocities obtained from CFD and EFD are compared in
Table 2. In the table, U ∞ is the free stream velocity, and
k - ω and RSM indicate the results obtained using the
SST k - ω model and the RSM, respectively. The relative
differences (RD) of the u τ between CFD and EFD were cal‐
culated with Eq. (8).

RD =

( )

| u
| τ

EFD

( )

- uτ

(u )

CFD

|
|

(8)

τ EFD

The RDs of the results obtained with RSM were smaller
than those of the results obtained with the SST k - ω mod‐
el for all cases except for the AF2_RS_6 case, for which
the maximum RD of the RSM was 2.31%. The maximum
RD for the results obtained with the SST k - ω model was
5.49%, which occurred in the BLA_6 case.
Figure 5 shows the normalized mean velocity profiles of
the smooth, SAND120, and SAND40 surfaces based on
the inner variables of the boundary layers for a free stream
velocity of 4 m/s. The smooth case closely follows the loglaw profile, while the velocity profiles of the rough surfaces
shifted downward in accordance with the characteristic
roughness height.
Figure 6 shows the mean velocities based on the outer
variables of the boundary layer. In the figure, U ∞ is the
free stream velocity and δ is the boundary layer thickness.
Boundary layer thickness is taken as the vertical distance
at which the flow velocity in the x direction is equal to
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Table 2

Comparison of the friction velocities
Surface

U ∞ (m/s)

RD%

u τ (m/s)
k-ω

RSM

EFD

k-ω

RSM

SM_2

2.04

0.074 2

0.076 6

0.076 4

2.88

0.26

SM_4

4.06

0.139

0.145

0.145

4.14

0.00

SM_6

6.08

0.203

0.211

0.210

3.33

0.48

BLA_2

2.04

0.076 9

0.079 7

0.079 5

3.27

0.25

BLA_4

4.05

0.150

0.155

0.158

5.06

1.90

BLA_6

6.10

0.224

0.232

0.237

5.49

2.11

AF_SP_2

2.03

0.074 2

0.077 1

0.077 1

3.76

0.00

AF_SP_4

4.07

0.141

0.146

0.147

4.08

0.68

AF_SP_6

6.07

0.206

0.214

0.215

4.19

0.47

AF1_RR_2

2.01

0.076 8

0.079 7

0.080 2

4.24

0.62

AF1_RR_4

4.07

0.150

0.156

0.156

3.85

0.00

AF1_RR_6

6.07

0.221

0.230

0.226

2.21

1.77

0.076 6

4.31

0.78

AF1_RS_2

2.01

0.073 3

0.076 0

AF1_RS_4

4.07

0.141

0.147

0.148

4.73

0.68

AF1_RS_6

6.03

0.204

0.212

0.215

5.12

1.40

AF2_RR_2

2.04

0.075 7

0.078 6

0.077 5

2.32

1.41

AF2_RR_4

4.08

0.146

0.152

0.152

3.95

0.00

AF2_RR_6

6.08

0.213

0.221

0.219

2.74

0.91

AF2_RS_2

2.05

0.075 2

0.078 1

0.076 8

2.08

1.69

AF2_RS_4

4.09

0.146

0.151

0.150

2.67

0.67

AF2_RS_6

6.08

0.213

0.221

0.216

1.39

2.31

SAND120_2

2.05

0.096 1

0.100

0.098 5

2.44

1.52

SAND120_4

4.09

0.192

0.200

0.198

3.03

1.01

SAND120_6

6.08

0.286

0.297

0.295

3.05

0.68

SAND40_2

2.06

0.111

0.116

0.115

3.48

0.87

SAND40_4

4.06

0.220

0.229

0.230

4.35

0.43

SAND40_6

6.09

0.331

0.345

0.341

2.93

1.17

Figure 5

Mean velocity profiles with inner variables (U ∞ = 4 m/s)

99% of the free stream velocity. The figure shows that
u/U∞ decreases for rough surfaces unlike with the smooth
case. In addition, the decrease in u/U∞ diminishes with in‐
creasing y/δ. This result is in good agreement with the ex‐
perimental studies of Hama (1954).

Figure 6 Mean velocity profiles with outer variables (U ∞ = 4 m/s)

5 Simulations with surface ships
The flat plate simulation results show that the proposed
methodology can be effectively used to investigate the
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roughness effects on the resistance characteristics of other
geometries. Therefore, additional simulations were con‐
ducted with four different surface ship geometries using
the same wall function approach. The ship geometries
used in this study are Series 60 (C B = 0.6), KCS, a KV‐
LCC2 tanker, and a navy combatant DTMB5415. Figure 7
shows the longitudinal views of the ships. The same model
lengths (Lpp=15 m) were used in the simulations to com‐
pare the effect of roughness on different ship geometries at
the same Reynolds number. All the ship simulations were
performed at Re = 107.
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domain and boundary conditions for ship simulations.

Figure 8 Computational domain and boundary conditions for ship
simulations

Similar to the flat plate analysis, computational meshes
were created with the automated meshing tool of StarCCM+. Figure 9 shows the created mesh for the KVLCC2
cases as an example. Several refinement zones are defined
for the critical regions, such as near ship, bow and aft ge‐
ometries, and wake zones. Near-wall refinements are
achieved by prism layer meshes.
Figure 7

Longitudinal view of the ships

The total resistance of a ship (R T) consists of several
components: frictional resistance (R F) due to tangential
fluid forces, viscous pressure resistance (R VP) due to threedimensional effects and wave resistance (R W) due to the
loss of energy absorbed by waves. A useful approach is to
non-dimensionalize these forces by using the density of
the water (ρ), service speed (V), and wetted surface area
(S) with Eq. (9) as C represents the relative non-dimen‐
sional resistance component.
C=

RT
1
ρSV 2
2

(9)

The frictional resistance and the viscous pressure resis‐
tance of a ship are mainly caused by fluid viscosity. The
main focus of this study is to investigate how these
resistance components of different ship geometries are af‐
fected by different roughness conditions of its outer sur‐
face. Hence, free surface effects are simply ignored to ob‐
tain results much faster by using the steady model instead
of the unsteady RANS model, which takes into account
the free surface effects. Computational domains are limit‐
ed to the still water surface. Velocity inlet boundary condi‐
tions were applied 2L in front of the ships’ upstream end
point, while pressure outlet conditions were applied 3L be‐
hind the ships’ downstream end points, where L is the wa‐
ter length of the ship. Figure 8 shows the computational

Figure 9 Volume mesh for KVLCC2 cases

A mesh convergence study was conducted using the Se‐
ries 60 ship as k s = 500 μm with the grid convergence in‐
dex (GCI) method (Çelik et al. 2008). Three meshes were
created by systematically changing the average cell sizes.
Average cell sizes and the total number of cells are given
in Table 3. Average wall y+ values calculated with RSM
were also added to the table for comparison purposes.
Table 4 shows the GCI calculation results. The total
number of the cells of meshes is represented by N. e 21
a is
the approximate relative error of the fine mesh with re‐
spect to the medium mesh, and p a represents the apparent
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Table 3

Mesh characteristics for convergence studies
Mesh A
(Coarse)

Mesh B
(Medium)

Mesh C
(Fine)

0.141 4L

0.1L

0.070 7L

Near ship

0.007 07L

0.005L

0.003 54L

Bow

0.001 414L

0.001L

0.000 707L

Aft

0.001 414L

0.001L

0.000 707L

Wake field

0.002 828L

0.02L

0.001 414L

304 258

635 428

1 455 130

78.8

61.7

46.8

Items
Outer field

Total number of cells
Average wall y+

turbulence models indicated that, as expected, frictional re‐
sistance increases with increasing surface roughness. How‐
ever, the RSM provided a slightly greater resistance in‐
crease than the SST k - ω model. When k s = 500 μm, the
resistance increase was calculated as 56.1% using the SST
k - ω model, while the increase was calculated as 66.1%
with RSM.
Another significant difference was observed in viscous
pressure resistance. The SST k - ω model led to lower C VP
for all surface conditions. In addition, C VP increased with
increasing roughness when the SST k - ω model was
used, while RSM achieved lower C VP when k s ≤ 10 μm. Fi‐
nally, a 44.1% increase in C VP was observed with the SST
k - ω model, while this value was limited to only 21.4%
with RSM.
Figure 10 compares the C F values of different ships,
clearly showing that the geometry has a significant impact
on the frictional resistance on rough surfaces. C F of smooth
surfaces is around 0.003 for all ships. When k s = 500 μm,
C F of Series 60 ship and of KVLCC2 was 0.005 07 and
0.006 2, respectively. The most significant increase in C F
was observed on KVLCC2. DTMB 5415 has a similar
C F - k s curve as KVLCC2, Series 60 has the lowest val‐

Table 4 Results of GCI calculation
Items

SST k - ω

RSM

N1

1 455 130

1 455 130

N2

635 428

635 428

N3

304 258

304 258

CF 1

0.004 699

0.005 071

CF 2

0.004 686

0.005 013

CF 3

0.004 637

0.004 891

e 21
a

0.28%

1.14%

pa

5.59

3.33

GCI21

0.09%

0.95%

order of the magnitude. Fine GCIs are calculated as 0.09%
for the SST k - ω model and 0.95% for the RSM, respec‐
tively.
On the basis of the results of the convergence study, fine
mesh parameters were used for other geometries. Simula‐
tions were conducted for a wide range of surface condi‐
tions up to k s = 500 μm.
Table 5 shows the calculated results for resistance coef‐
ficients. The increase in frictional resistance (∆C F) and in
viscous pressure resistance (∆C VP) due to roughness were
added to the table. The results of both turbulence models
were in agreement for smooth cases (k s = 0), clearly show‐
ing that surface roughness has a direct effect on both fric‐
tional and viscous pressure resistance. The results of both

Figure 10 Comparison of C F of ships for different roughness
conditions (RSM)

Table 5 Resistance coefficients of Series 60
k s (μm )

SST k - ω

RSM
∆C F (%)

∆C VP (%)

C F × 103

C VP × 103

2.984

0.254

0.270

0.53

0.25

3.017

C F × 103

C VP × 103

0

3.002

0.269

1

3.018

−

−

∆C F (%)

∆C VP (%)

0.249

1.11

-2.01

−

−

5

3.061

0.273

1.98

1.41

3.068

0.251

2.82

-1.48

10

3.122

0.276

4.01

2.76

3.128

0.252

4.82

-0.80

50

3.424

0.299

14.1

11.0

3.507

0.262

17.5

3.14

100

3.689

0.317

22.9

17.9

3.833

0.271

28.5

6.65

500

4.699

0.388

56.5

44.2

5.071

0.309

66.1

21.4
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ues, while the C F - k s curve of KCS is in between those of
Series 60 and DTMB 5415.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of the local skin fric‐
tion coefficient (c F) on the DTMB 5415 hull, and Figure 12
shows the distribution of the local skin friction coefficient
on the Series 60 hull. From the figures, we can deduce that
the frictional resistance of rough surfaces depends on the
geometry of the bow. The bulbous bow geometry of the
DTMB 5415 is the major reason for the greater frictional
resistance increase of DTMB 5415 than that of Series 60.
The local skin friction coefficient is calculated by using
Eq. (10).
cF =

τ wall
1
ρV 2
2

(10)

Figure 13 Comparison of C VP of ships for different roughness
conditions (RSM)

Figure 13 compares the viscous pressure resistance coef‐
ficients of ships for different k s values. KVLCC2 has the
greatest C VP in all cases because it has the bluffest form
with the biggest block coefficient (C B = 0.809). The low‐
est increase in C VP was observed in Series 60 with 21.6%,
while the greatest increase was seen on DTMB 5415 with
62.9% when k s = 500 μm.
Figure 14 shows the dynamic pressure coefficient
(c p) distribution on the KCS hull for smooth and rough
(k s = 500 μm) surfaces. The c p values were calculated with
Figure 14 Dynamic pressure coefficient distribution on the kcs hull

Eq. (11), where p - p ∞ is the dynamic pressure. The figure
shows that the pressure at the aft portion of the hull is de‐
creased due to the roughness, which results in increased
viscous pressure resistance.
cp =

Figure 11
surface

Distribution of skin friction coefficient on dtmb 5412

Figure 12

Distribution of skin friction coefficient on series 60 surface

p - p∞
1
ρV 2
2

(11)

The effect of roughness on pressure distribution be‐
comes clearer when the velocity field is investigated. The
velocity distribution (normalized by the service speed)
behind KCS is shown in Figure 15. The velocity at the
stern of the ship decreases as a result of surface roughness.
The wake field becomes larger due to the decrease in ve‐
locities, and hence, the pressure behind the hull decreases.
Figure 16 shows the streamwise normalized velocity dis‐
tribution in the boundary layer around the KCS hull for
various sections. The roughness on the surface causes a
significant increase in the thickness of the boundary layer.
The velocity around the hull decreased, and the viscous ef‐
fects became more dominant due to roughness.
Figure 17 shows the pressure distribution around the
water level of the KCS hull. No significant difference in
pressure is found due to the roughness in the parallel body
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of the vessel. However, the pressure at the stern of the ves‐
sel decreases for the rough case, which results in increased
viscous pressure resistance.

6 Conclusions

Figure 15 Streamwise Velocity Distribution Behind KCS at y=0.005 L pp

Figure 16 Streamwise velocity distributions around KCS
hull. Velocities are limited to U = 0.99 U ∞ depicting the boundary
layer

In this study, the effect of hull roughness on the viscous
resistance characteristics is investigated using a RANSbased approach. The wall function is modified with the
roughness function model in accordance with the EFD da‐
ta of Unal (2015).
Validation studies were performed by comparing the
friction velocities of the CFD results with the EFD data of
Unal (2015). The maximum relative error of the SST
k - ω model was 5.49%, while the maximum relative er‐
ror of the RSM was 2.31% when compared with the exper‐
imental results. Grid convergence studies were performed
using Series 60 geometry with three meshes that have dif‐
ferent resolutions. Results of the GCI method indicated
that the mesh characteristics of the fine mesh are sufficient
for further calculations.
Simulations were conducted with four different surface
ship geometries. The behavior of the frictional resistances
was significantly different for different ship types. An ex‐
amination of the distributions of the local skin friction co‐
efficients of the DTMB 5415 and Series 60 showed that
the plumpness of the bow form has a significant effect on
the increase in frictional resistance with increasing rough‐
ness. Another significant finding of the study is that vis‐
cous pressure resistance is directly affected by the surface
roughness. For all geometries, viscous pressure resistances
showed a significant increase for highly rough surfaces.
Discrepancies were found between the predictions of
the RSM and the SST k - ω model for the viscous pres‐
sure resistances of the slightly rough surfaces. In all simu‐
lations with the SST k - ω model, viscous pressure resis‐
tances increased with increasing roughness, whereas some
simulations with the RSM predicted small decreases in vis‐
cous pressure resistance.
Another important topic is the scale effects on the
roughness. In addition, free surface effects are not covered
in this study. The authors intend to cover these points in
their future studies.

Nomenclature
Figure 17 Pressure distribution at water level around the KCS Hull

uˉ i

Averaged Cartesian velocity components
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ρ
----ρ u'i u'j
pˉ
τˉij
μ
SST
RSM
U+
κ
y+

Fluid density
Reynolds stresses
Mean pressure
Averaged stress tensor components
Dynamic viscosity
Shear stress transport
Reynolds stress model
Normalized mean velocity
Von Karman constant
Non-dimensional normal distance from the
wall
∆U +
Roughness function
B
Smooth wall log-law intercept
k+
Roughness Reynolds number
ks
Characteristic roughness height
uτ
Friction velocity
ν
Kinematic viscosity
Rt
Mean height between the highest peak and
deepest valley
Ra
Mean deviation of the surface
Rq
Root-mean-square deviation of the surface
Sk
Skewness
Ku
Kurtosis
Es
Effective slope
Sd1, Sd2, Sd3 Mean spacing between extremes
Sd4
Mean spacing between zero crossings
U∞
Free stream velocity
δ
Boundary layer thickness
CB
Block coefficient
RT
Total resistance
RF
Frictional resistance
CF
Coefficient of frictional resistance
C VP
Coefficient of viscous pressure resistance
V
Ship service speed
L
Ship length
Re
Reynolds number
GCI
Grid convergence index
N
Number of cells of the meshes
e 21
Approximate relative error of fine mesh with
a
respect to medium mesh
pa
Apparent order of the magnitude
RD
Relative difference
cF
Local skin friction coefficients
τ wall
Wall sheer stress
cp
Dynamic pressure coefficient
p - p∞
Dynamic pressure
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